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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper a number of variants of the Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method are used 

to evaluate three view factor configurations. The key question asked is “Is the ever-popular Monte-Carlo 

method combined with ray tracing the best approach for evaluating view factors?”. For two of the view 

factor configurations a Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method based on the numerical inte- 

gration of the view factor integral are much more accurate than a Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte- 

Carlo method based on ray tracing. An interesting conclusion is that when ray tracing is inefficient, i.e., 

the view factor is small, numerical integration works very well, exactly when ray tracing has poor accu- 

racy. 

For the third view factor where the two surfaces have a common edge the view factor integral has 

a singularity at the common edge and ray tracing works well relative to numerical integration. A new 

hybrid Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method that combines the advantages of ray tracing 

and numerical integration for the view factor configuration with a common edge is presented. The hy- 

brid quasi-Monte-Carlo method is shown to be the most efficient method of evaluating the view factor 

integral. 

© 2022 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The Monte-Carlo method is a stochastic algorithm that is used 

n many areas of heat transfer, such as the calculation of view fac- 

ors, [1] , radiation modelling including participating media, scat- 

ering and specular surfaces, [1] . The Monte-Carlo method has also 

ound application in the modelling of turbulence-radiation interac- 

ion, [ 2 , 3 ]. 

The focus in this paper is the application of the Monte-Carlo 

ethod and variations thereof to the evaluation of view factors. 

he view factor is the proportion of thermal radiation leaving a 

urface and arriving at a second surface separated by transparent 

edia. The view factor depends on the distance between the sur- 

aces and the orientation of the surfaces and can be expressed by 

he multiple integral, [4] . 

 i, j = 

1 

A i 

∫ 
A i 

∫ 
A j 

cos θ1 cos θ2 

π S 2 
d A j d A i (1) 

The terms in (1) are defined in Fig. 1 . The evaluation of view

actors is the starting point of any surface-to-surface analysis of a 

adiating system. There are many reviews in the literature of meth- 

ds for evaluating (1) , a short summary of different implementa- 

ion of the Monte-Carlo method will be given below. 
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The view factor expression, (1) represents a 4-dimensional in- 

egral as the integrations are over the area of the emitting surface 

 i ) and the receiving surface ( j ). This means that for all but the

implest surface shapes and orientations evaluating the view factor 

nalytically is a challenging process. For very simple configurations 

t might be possible to directly evaluate (1) . For other configura- 

ions a more sophisticated approach is required. For many config- 

rations, analytical expressions or graphical solutions for view fac- 

ors have been compiled in an extremely useful catalogue, [5] . A 

eview of different methods for calculating view factors is given in 

6] where the respective strengths and weaknesses of the methods 

s discussed. 

The Monte-Carlo method is a popular approach for evaluating 

iew factors. There are many attributes of the Monte-Carlo method 

hat make it the method of choice. One advantage is it is geomet- 

ically flexible and can easily be extended to include many aspects 

f physical processes in a radiation model provided they can be 

ormulated in terms of a probability density function, (pdf). It is a 

tochastic method and as such does not suffer from the ray effect, 

 7–9 ], which can be a problem with deterministic approaches. An- 

ther advantage is the implementation of the Monte-Carlo method 

oes not increase in complexity significantly as the dimension of 

he problem grows, [4] . The Monte-Carlo method is also an algo- 

ithm that is implemented easily on a parallel computer architec- 

ure that is scalable with the number of processors available as 

ood load balancing is possible. 
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Nomenclature 

A i , A j area of emitting surface and receiving sur- 

face, (m 

2 ) 

F i,j view factor between surface i and j , (-) ˜ F i, j approximate view factor, (-) 

F k function evaluation in the numerical inte- 

gration methods, (-) 

I, I n exact and approximate value of an inte- 

gral, (-) 

MC_H_0.2 hybrid Monte-Carlo method with 

X hybrid = 0.2, (-) 

MC_NI Monte-Carlo method combined with nu- 

merical integration, (-) 

MC_RT Monte-Carlo method combined with ray 

tracing, (-) 

N number of surfaces, (-) 

n E orientation vector for an emitted ray, (-) 

N fun number of function evaluations used to 

evaluate a view factor, (-) 

N fun, 1b number of function evaluations used to 

evaluate the view factor F 1b , 2 , (-) 

N i number of function evaluations in the nu- 

merical integration methods, (-) 

N i,j number of rays emitted from surface i in- 

tersecting surface j , (-) 

N i,total total number of rays emitted from surface 

i, (-) 

N ray number of rays traced to evaluate a view 

factor, (-) 

N ray,1a number of rays traced from surface 1a, (-) 

N sample number of rays traced or function evalua- 

tions, (-) 

QM_H_0.2 hybrid quasi-Monte-Carlo method with 

X hybrid = 0.2, (-) 

QM_NI quasi-Monte-Carlo method combined 

with numerical integration, (-) 

QM_RT quasi-Monte-Carlo method combined 

with ray tracing, (-) 

Ra 1 , Ra 2 , Ra 3 , Ra 4 pseudo random numbers or quasi-random 

numbers in the unit interval, (-) 

Speed-Up QM_NI (5%) speed up of QM_NI compared to MC_RT to 

achieve a 5% relative error, (-) 

t MC_RT run-time required to trace a single ray us- 

ing MC_RT , ( s ) 

t QM_NI run-time required to evaluate the integral 

kernel using QM_NI ( s ) 

t ∗
QM _ NI 

relative run-time of QM_NI compared to 

MC_RT , (-) 

VF_1, VF_2, VF_3 view factor configurations, (-) 

W QM_NI work parameter for QM_NI , (-) 

x E , x R point vectors on the emitting and receiv- 

ing surfaces, (-) 

X hybrid parameter used to separate the emitting 

surface into two sub-surfaces, (m) 

x ray equation of a line for an emitted ray, (-) 

Greek letters 

ϕE , θE angles defining the orientation of a ray, (rad) 

λ parameter in the equation of a line, (-) 

θ1 , θ2 angles a ray makes with the orientation vectors for 

the emitting and receiving surfaces, (rad) 
F

2 
The main weakness of the Monte-Carlo method is a conse- 

uence of its stochastic nature. For the Monte-Carlo method the 

entral limit theorem holds, [4] . A corollary of the central limit 

heorem is that in a statistical sense a convergence result of the 

orm, 

 

I − I n | ≤ O 

(
n −0 . 5 

)
= A n −0 . 5 (2) 

s satisfied, provided n is large. The constant A relates to the func- 

ional form of (1) and depends on the variance of the integral. The 

ndex, n = −0.5 is a slow convergence rate compared to most de- 

erministic quadrature schemes. For most view factors the num- 

er of function evaluations, n must be of the order of 10 3 –10 7 to

chieve a small numerical error. There have been many publica- 

ions looking at how the Monte-Carlo method can be implemented 

n as an efficient way as possible to address the slow convergence 

roblem, [ 10 , 11 ]. 

The Monte-Carlo method applied to (1) generally takes the form 

f a method based on ray tracing. Many rays are traced from the 

mitting surface in pseudo random directions and some of the rays 

ntersect the receiving surface. The approximation to the view fac- 

or is then given as, 

˜ 
 i, j = 

N i, j 

N i, total 

(3) 

here N i,j is the number of rays leaving surface i and arriving at 

urface j and N i, total is the total number of rays leaving surface i . 

ore details of the ray tracing procedure are given below. The pa- 

ers, [ 12–21 ], consider the application of the Monte-Carlo method 

o different view factor configurations and radiation systems. All 

f the references cited above use ray tracing and indeed all papers 

ound by the author in the literature on view factors calculated us- 

ng the Monte-Carlo method use ray tracing. 

For matrices of view factors there is some interest in improv- 

ng view factor accuracy to satisfy the rules of view factor algebra 

ore closely. The conservation of energy and geometric arguments 

eads to the view factor algebra rule, 

N 
 

j=1 

F i, j = 1 (4) 

here N denotes the number of surfaces and the equal exchange 

rea view factor algebra rule, analogous to the 2nd law of thermo- 

ynamics, can be derived from the view factor integral, (1) directly, 

 i F i, j = A j F j,i (5) 

These view factor algebra rules are satisfied in the limit of an 

nfinite number of function evaluations. See [ 22 –24 ], for examples 

f view factor smoothing algorithms that improve accuracy and 

loser adherence to the view factor algebra rules for view factors 

or a radiating system. 

Another way of improving the efficiency of the Monte-Carlo 

ethod is to use low discrepancy sequences in place of pseudo 

andom numbers, [25] . Low discrepancy sequences are space fill- 

ng sequencies in that they avoid previously generated points in 

he sequence. Low discrepancy sequencies are not pseudo ran- 

om numbers as points in the sequence depend on previously 

enerated values. To differentiate low discrepancy sequences from 

seudo random numbers they are called quasi random numbers. 

his leads to quasi-Monte-Carlo methods. There is some choice of 

he low discrepancy sequence to implement. Examples being Sobol 

equences, [ 25 , 26 ] and Halton sequences, [26] . These differ in the

ethod of generation and the computational overhead associated 

ith the generation process. To understand why the quasi-Monte- 

arlo method is more efficient than the Monte-Carlo method, see 

ig. 2 . Fig. 2 a shows 400 pseudo random numbers in the unit 
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Fig. 1. View factor between differential areas. 
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Fig. 2. (a) 400 hundred pseudo random numbers in the unit square and (b) 400 quasi random numbers in the unit square calculated using a Sobol sequence. 
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quare. Fig. 2 b shows 400 points in the unit square generated us- 

ng Sobol sequences, [25] . The key point being the pseudo random 

umbers exhibit the clustering of points with corresponding gaps 

n the unit square. The Sobol sequence generates quasi random 

umbers that have a more even spread of points in the unit square. 

 consequence of the space filling property of low discrepancy se- 

uences is the central limit theorem no longer applies. In its place 

s the Koksma-Hlawka inequality, [27] , for integration over a unit 

ypercube. 

 

I − I n | ≤ O 

(
( ln n ) 

s 

n 

)
= A 

( ln n ) 
s 

n 

(6) 

or some constants, A and s . 

In general, the quasi-Monte-Carlo method is superior to the 

onte-Carlo method except for the integration of discontinuous 

unctions. For discontinuous functions the convergence rate of the 

wo methods is often comparable. Frank et al. [26] used the quasi- 

onte-Carlo method combined with Halton sequences and ray 

racing to calculate several view factors demonstrating the im- 

roved efficiency relative to the Monte-Carlo method. The quasi- 

onte-Carlo method with ray tracing has also been applied to the 

adiation transfer equation by O’Brien [28] . 

In all of the papers cited above where view factors or surface- 

o surface radiation is being calculated, the method is the Monte- 

arlo method combined with ray tracing, MC_RT, [ 12 –21 ] or the 

uasi-Monte-Carlo method combined with ray tracing, QM_RT, 

26] . Many references relating to ray tracing are cited to demon- 

trate that ray tracing in combination with the Monte-Carlo 

ethod is a well-established technique for view factors and 

urface-to-surface radiation modelling. 
3 
The present article questions if this is the most efficient im- 

lementation of the Monte-Carlo method for calculating view fac- 

ors. In the remaining sections of this paper a description of the 

onte-Carlo method applied to (1) using ray tracing is given. An 

lternative formulation of the Monte-Carlo method based on the 

irect numerical integration of (1) is then stated. Note extending 

he Monte-Carlo method to the quasi-Monte-Carlo method using 

ay tracing or numerical integration is straight forward provided 

ou have the computer code for the pseudo random numbers and 

ow discrepancy sequences, [ 29 , 30 ]. 

The Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method imple- 

ented with ray tracing or numerical integration are then applied 

o three different view factor configurations that each give insight 

nto the strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches. Fol- 

owing this a new Monte-Carlo method is formulated and applied 

o one of the configurations that addresses the weaknesses iden- 

ified in the previous section. The paper finishes with a summary 

f the main results of the paper and a look to the future for view

actors evaluated using either a Monte-Carlo method or a quasi- 

onte-Carlo method. 

Given the popularity of ray tracing for evaluating view factors, 

he question in the title of the paper is contentious. Ray tracing 

as many appealing features, but we will see that the use of nu- 

erical integration is far more efficient for many view factor con- 

gurations. As yet no one in the literature has addressed this, even 

f they have been aware of it. One possible reason for this is that as

onsidered below for view factors with a common edge numerical 

ntegration does not work well. The reasons for this are discussed 

nd a new hybrid Monte-Carlo method that addresses this problem 

s presented. 
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. Different im plementations of the Monte-Carlo method 

For the evaluation of view factors in many radiating systems the 

echnique of choice is the Monte Carlo method combined with ray 

racing, [1] . 

.1. The Monte-Carlo method and ray tracing 

The method can be summarized as follows. Given two surfaces 

n three-dimensional space, the emitting surface ( E ) and the receiv- 

ng surface ( R ), then pseudo random numbers Ra 1 and Ra 2 in the

nit interval are used to specify the origin of a ray on surface E , 

 E ( R a 1 , R a 2 ) (7) 

The exact dependency of x E on the pseudo random numbers 

a 1 and Ra 2 depends on the shape of E . Two further pseudo ran-

om numbers, Ra 3 and Ra 4 can be used to calculate the orientation 

f the ray, 

 E = 2 πR a 3 (8) 

∫ θE 

0 
sin 2 θdθ

∫ π/ 2 
0 

sin 2 θ dθ
= R a 4 ⇒ θE = sin 

−1 
√ 

R a 4 (9) 

The direction cosine vector with an appropriate choice of the 

xis is, 

 E = 

( 

cos ϕ E sin θE 

sin ϕ E sin θE 

cos θE 

) 

(10) 

This defines a ray emitted from surface E , 

 ray ( λ) = x E + λn E (11) 

The ray is then checked to see if it intersects surface R . The pro-

ess is repeated many times accumulating the number of rays in- 

ersecting surface R . The total number of rays emitted from surface 

 is also accumulated. The approximate view factor is evaluated as 

˜ 

 i, j = 

N i, j 

N total, i 

(12) 

This is a relatively simple process to implement depending on 

he surface geometries of E and R . The computational cost of trac- 

ng rays can be high and depending on the orientation of sur- 

aces E and R and the distance between the two surfaces may re- 

uire many rays to calculate an accurate estimate of the view fac- 

or. This is the implementation of choice for nearly all versions of 

he Monte-Carlo method for calculating view factors, [1] . In fact, 

ll references found by the author in the open literature on the 

onte-Carlo method applied to view factors is based on ray trac- 

ng. It is not hard to understand why, its ease of implementation is 

mportant and if the intent is to extend the radiation model to in- 

lude participating media, then that can also be incorporated with 

he ray tracing procedure, [1] . This paper is looking at the evalua- 

ion of view factors as part of a model for surface-to-surface radi- 

tion alone. The Monte-Carlo method with ray tracing is labelled 

s MC_RT and as such is considered the ‘standard’ Monte-Carlo 

ethod used to measure and compare other variants of the Monte- 

arlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method. 

As stated earlier the use of low discrepancy sequences to pre- 

ent ray clustering and increase the rate of convergence can pro- 

uce an efficient algorithm for numerically calculating view fac- 

ors. In this paper Sobol sequences and Halton sequences are used 

s part of a quasi-Monte-Carlo method. Only results calculated us- 

ng Sobol sequences are discussed further as the Halton sequences 

roduce marginal improvements in accuracy compared to Sobol se- 

uences for some view factors but at the expense of longer run- 

imes. Generating Halton sequences is more costly than pseudo 
4 
andom numbers or Sobol sequences, therefore, ultimately there is 

o advantage in using Halton sequences over Sobol sequences for 

he view factors considered. The quasi-Monte-Carlo method based 

n ray tracing is labelled QM_RT. 

.2. The Monte-Carlo method and numerical integration 

The method MC_RT can be related back to the numerical inte- 

ration of the following representation of the view factor integral. 

 i, j = 

1 

A i π

∫ 
A i 

2 π
∫ 
0 

π
/ 2 ∫ 
0 

F̄ ( x E , θ, ϕ ) cos θ sin θ dθ dϕ d A i (13) 

 = 

{
1 ray intersects surface R 

0 otherwise 

The integrals (1) and (13) have the same value but their vari- 

nces are not the same. This will influence the numerical error as 

moother functions with less variation require fewer function eval- 

ations to approximate the view factor accurately. 

An alternative approach to ray tracing in the Monte-Carlo 

ethod is to apply the method directly to evaluate (1) . The algo- 

ithm is very similar to the ray tracing procedure but should be 

omputationally more efficient as it does not require a ray trace 

er function evaluation. If we were considering a radiation system 

ather than the view factor for two flat surfaces it might be possi- 

le for intervening surfaces and shadowing effects to be important. 

t is possible to account for shadowing within the numerical inte- 

ration procedure, but it is not considered further here. 

The cosine terms in (1) can be expressed using scalar vector 

roducts. Fig. 3 shows the relevant vectors and nomenclature used 

n, (14) . 

1 

A i 

∫ 
A i 

∫ 
A j 

cos θ1 cos θ2 

π S 2 
d A j d A i 

= 

1 

A i 

∫ 
A i 

∫ 
A j 

−( x E − x R ) . n E ( x E − x R ) . n R 

π( ( x E − x R ) . ( x E − x R ) ) 
2 

d A j d A i (14) 

Working with (14) the Monte-Carlo method based on numeri- 

al integration can be stated. For each function evaluation in the 

onte-Carlo method the two points on the surfaces are calculated 

sing four pseudo-random numbers, Ra 1 , Ra 2 , Ra 3 and Ra 4 . 

 E ( R a 1 , R a 2 ) and x R ( R a 3 , R a 4 ) 

Given the normal vectors, n E and n R that determine the orien- 

ation of the two surfaces, E and R , the function being integrated 

s. 

 k = 

−( x E − x R ) . n E ( x E − x R ) . n R 

π( ( x E − x R ) . ( x E − x R ) ) 
2 

(15) 

here the k subscript indicates the k th evaluation of the function. 

he approximation to the view factor is, 

˜ 

 i, j = 

A j 

N i 

N i ∑ 

k =1 

F k (16) 

The vector operations should be more efficient to evaluate than 

ay tracing and potentially fewer function evaluations are required 

o achieve a given relative error. This Monte-Carlo method is re- 

erred to as MC_NI. The quasi-Monte-Carlo method based on Sobol 

equences and numerical integration is labelled as QM_NI in the 

nalysis presented below. 
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Fig. 3. Vectors used in the formulation of the view factor expression, (14) . 

Table T1 

Configurations. 

Configuration Label Configuration View Factor Value 

VF_1 0.415253 

VF_2 0.005527 

VF_3 0.200004 

3

M

c

l

e

f

b

3

s

n

t

a

[

. Evaluation of different view factors 

In this section the different Monte-Carlo methods and quasi- 

onte-Carlo methods are applied to three different view factor 

onfigurations. The different view factors are given in Table T1 be- 

ow. The three configurations chosen are typical of those used to 

valuate the Monte-Carlo method and present different challenges 

or the respective Monte-Carlo method implementations. This will 

e expanded apon below. 
5 
.1. Two coaxial parallel squares of equal area 

In this sub-section the view factor for two coaxial parallel 

quares is considered. This view factor is chosen to evaluate the 

umerical methods in this paper as it represents a configuration 

hat should not be a challenge for the Monte-Carlo method. It is 

lso a view factor used many times to test Monte-Carlo methods, 

 12 , 15 , 18 , 31 ]. 
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Fig. 4. Convergence to the view factor for configuration VF_1, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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Fig. 5. Relative error for configuration VF_1, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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Fig. 4 shows approximations to the view factor, VF_1, see 

able T1 , using the Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo 

ethod. In Fig. 4 a it is shown that the ray tracing implementa-

ions, MC_RT and QM_RT converge to the exact value for the view 

actor. As expected, the quasi-Monte-Carlo method is the more effi- 

ient method. The approximations to the view factor using MC_RT 

nd QM_RT are not fully converged to the resolution of the fig- 

re after 10 0,0 0 0 rays traced. In Fig. 4 b the convergence history

or configuration VF_1 using numerical integration, (16) , combined 

ith the Monte-Carlo method and the quasi-Monte-Carlo method, 

C_NI and QM_NI are shown. Comparing MC_RT and MC_NI the 

onvergence histories look similar in terms of the overall agree- 

ent with the exact value for the view factor. As we will see be-

ow this is a little deceptive. Comparing the two methods QM_RT 

nd QM_NI the numerical integration implementation has a more 

apid rate of convergence to the exact value for the view factor, 

F_1. To the resolution of Fig. 4 b, QM_NI requires approximately 

0,0 0 0 function evaluations to fully converge. 

The rate of convergence of the different Monte-Carlo methods 

nd quasi-Monte-Carlo methods is considered further in Fig. 5 . In 

ig. 5 the relative error as a function of the number of rays traced/

unction evaluations is shown. These relative error curves are cal- 

ulated by evaluating the relative error curve 100 times and av- 

raging. This smooths the relative error curves sufficiently to see 

rends easily and discuss rate of convergence in a meaningful way. 

s well as the relative error curves, each graph includes a power 
6 
aw function with index, n = −0.5 to demonstrate the Monte- 

arlo method implementations satisfy the convergence rate ex- 

ected from the central limit theorem. 

Considering Fig. 5 a, as expected the quasi-Monte-Carlo method 

ith ray tracing, QM_RT is an improvement over the Monte-Carlo 

ethod with ray tracing, MC_RT. Fig. 5 b shows the same error 

urves as Fig. 5 a with ray tracing replaced by numerical integra- 

ion. Comparing Fig. 5 a and b, the method QM_NI for the con- 

guration VF_1 is a significant improvement over the other three 

ethods. Considering the two Monte-Carlo methods, MC_RT and 

C_NI in Fig. 5 a and b we see that numerical integration on its 

wn gives an improvement in convergence behaviour. The im- 

rovement looks marginal, but it needs to be appreciated that 

ig. 5 a and b are log-log graphs. The fact that the quasi-Monte- 

arlo method is a more efficient algorithm than the Monte-Carlo 

ethod is not a surprise. Comparing numerical integration with 

ay tracing shows an improvement in rate of convergence to the 

xact value for the view factor VF_1. This is a more interesting re- 

ult. A further consideration is the computational cost of tracing a 

ay and evaluating the function, (15) is different. This is discussed 

urther below. 

In some papers in the literature how many rays to achieve a 

iven level of accuracy is presented. This is a difficult metric to 

se because the conclusions drawn depend on the error thresh- 

ld used. For a very high accuracy requirement the Monte-Carlo 

ethod is usually painted in a very bad light due to the n = −0.5
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Table T2 

Efficiency measures. 

Configuration Method Rel. Time t ∗ 5% Error 1% Error 

N ray Speed-Up N ray Speed-Up 

VF_1 MC_RT 1 336 1 8960 1 

QM_RT 0.94 84 4.2 1170 8.1 

MC_NI 0.12 181 14.9 4220 17 

QM_NI 0.10 70 47.0 450 195 

VF_2 MC_RT 1 37,300 1 1.6 × 10 6 ∗ 1 

QM_RT 0.99 47,900 0.8 – –

MC_NI 0.13 75 3830 1660 7420 

QM_NI 0.12 15 21,500 107 130,000 

BMC_RT 1.09 266 129 5580 263 

VF_3 MC_RT 1 1860 1 30,100 1 

QM_RT 0.96 180 10.7 1920 16.3 

MC_NI 0.14 20,000 0.7 3.0 × 10 6 ∗∗ 0.07 

QM_NI 0.12 10,600 1.5 – –

MC_H_0.2 0.34 575 9.7 12,500 7.2 

QM_H_0.2 0.33 140 21.4 1330 67.8 

∗ Based on power law curve fit to MC_RT relative error curve in Fig. 6 a. 
∗∗ Based on a power law curve fit to MC_NI relative error curve in Fig. 8 a. 
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onvergence rate. To address this issue two error thresholds will 

e used, a 5% relative error and a 1% relative error. The 5% relative

rror represents a moderately accurate result that might be appro- 

riate to use if looking for a quick approximate solution and the 

% error is considered as an accurate solution. Note the applica- 

ion determines an appropriate level of accuracy. It is accepted that 

f you were solving an inverse radiation problem, [23] , then much 

igher accuracy in the view factors would be required for a mean- 

ngful analysis. Of course, if we took a smaller acceptable relative 

rror then the results in this paper would be amplified, i.e., meth- 

ds based on the quasi-Monte Carlo method would be even better 

han presented here when compared to the Monte-Carlo method. 

The number of rays to achieve a relative error of 5% and 1% for 

he Monte-Carlo method, MC_RT are 336 and 8960, respectively, 

ee Table T2 . The number of rays to achieve a given accuracy is 

etermined by linearly interpolating the data used to generate the 

elative error curve given in Fig. 5 a. This is the approach taken for

ll methods, the exception being where a numerical error of 1% 

annot be calculated with fewer than 10 0,0 0 0 rays. The most effi- 

ient view factor calculation algorithm shown in Fig. 5 is QM_NI, 

here 70 and 450 function evaluations are required to achieve an 

rror of 5% and 1%, respectively. 

This is not the only relevant efficiency metric. Evaluating 

15) requires less run-time than tracing a ray. Discussing computer 

un-time is not overly useful as it depends on computer hardware 

nd programming style. A more useful way of discussing this is 

o work with computer timings relative to the time it takes for the 

C_RT method to run as this is the base case algorithm being used 

or comparison purposes. 

In this way the relative time to complete one function evalua- 

ion or ray trace can be defined for the quasi-Monte-Carlo method 

ith numerical integration as, 

 

∗
QM _ NI = 

t QM _ NI 

t MC _ RT 

(17) 

Similar relative run-times for the Monte-Carlo method with 

umerical integration, MC_NI and the quasi-Monte-Carlo method 

ombined with ray tracing, QM_RT is calculated. The relative run- 

imes are stated in Table T2 . The relative run-time, (17) also factors 

n the cost of the calculation of Sobol sequences vs. pseudo random 

umbers. A relative work parameter for a given error threshold can 

hen be defined. The work parameter example given below is for 

M_NI to achieve a relative error of 5%. 

 QM _ NI ( 5% ) = t ∗QM _ NI 

N f un, QM _ NI ( 5% ) 

N ray, MC _ RT ( 5% ) 
(18) 
7 
here N fun indicates the number of function evaluations and N ray 

ndicates the number of rays traced. A speed-up parameter that 

ncludes all aspects of the different algorithms when considering 

omputational cost against the numerical error achieved is given 

s, 

peed _ U p QM _ NI ( 5% ) = 

1 

W QM _ NI ( 5% ) 

(19) 

Values of the speed-up parameter for each method and error 

hreshold are stated in Table T2 . For QM_NI for a 5% and a 1% rel-

tive error, the speed-up parameter is 47 and 195, respectively. For 

he MC_NI algorithm the speed-up parameter for an error of 5% 

nd 1% is 14.9 and 17, respectively. 

These results are very encouraging particularly when ease of 

mplementation is also factored into the analysis. We will now 

onsider a second configuration that will shed further light on 

he different performances of the four view factor calculation al- 

orithms. 

.2. Two coaxial parallel squares of unequal area 

The second configuration, VF_2 in Table T1 is the view factor 

rom a square 1 m by 1 m to a coaxial parallel square of area

.1 m by 0.1 m. The two squares are separated by a perpendic- 

lar distance of 0.5 m. This view factor is considered here as it 

s well known that the Monte-Carlo method with ray tracing can 

truggle to evaluate this configuration with accuracy unless an ex- 

essive number of rays are used. The reason for this is the pro- 

ortion of energy radiated from the emitting surface that reaches 

he receiver surface is small. This means many rays are required to 

chieve a small relative error in the view factor. 

The convergence histories for VF_2 using the four methods, 

C_RT, QM_RT, MC_NI and QM_NI are shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 a

hows the convergence history for VF_2 using the two ray tracing 

ethodologies, MC_RT and QM_RT. The results for both methods 

re not satisfactory. There are significant variations in the approxi- 

ate value for the view factor about the exact value for ray counts 

f up to 30,0 0 0 and at 10 0,0 0 0 rays neither method is converged

o the resolution of the figure. As stated earlier this configuration 

s a challenge for the Monte-Carlo method combined with ray trac- 

ng. 

The convergence histories using the two numerical integration 

ethods, MC_NI and QM_NI are shown in Fig. 6 b, and we see a 

ery different behaviour. As the number of function evaluations 

s increased both methods based on numerical integration of (14) , 
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Fig. 6. Convergence to the view factor for configuration VF_2, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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Fig. 7. Relative error for configuration VF_2, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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sing (16) converges rapidly to the exact value. To the resolution 

f the figure the Monte-Carlo method, MC_NI, takes approximately 

0 0 0 function evaluations to achieve convergence to the resolution 

f the figure. For the quasi-Monte-Carlo method with numerical 

ntegration, QM_NI, convergence to the resolution of the figure is 

f the order of 70 function evaluations. 

Fig. 7 shows the relative errors for the view factor for the con- 

guration, VF_2 using all four methods, MC_RT, QM_RT, MC_NI and 

M_NI. It reinforces the conclusions drawn from Fig. 6 . In Fig. 7 a

t is interesting to note that for this configuration, VF_2, the quasi- 

onte-Carlo method with ray tracing, QM_RT is no better than the 

onte-Carlo method with ray tracing, MC_RT. Fig. 7 b shows the 

apid decrease of the relative error with number of function eval- 

ations for MC_NI and QM_NI. The method, QM_NI is significantly 

etter than all three of the other methods. 

If we consider the number of rays / function evaluations to 

chieve a relative error of 5% and 1%, the two ray trace methods, 

C_RT and QM_RT, require 37,300 and 47,900 rays to achieve an 

rror of 5%. To calculate an approximate value for the view factor 

ith an error of 1% requires more than 10 0,0 0 0 rays. It is esti-

ated, based on a power law curve fit to the relative error curve 

n Fig. 7 a that of the order of 1.6 million rays are needed for MC_RT

o give an error of 1%. 

The corresponding function evaluations to achieve a 5% and a 

% error using QM_NI are 15 and 107, respectively. When the re- 
8 
uction in run-time per function evaluation compared to a ray 

race is also factored into the efficiency analysis, this translates into 

 speed-up of approximately 21,500 and 130,0 0 0 for the method 

M_NI compared to MC_RT to achieve a relative error of 5% and 

%, respectively. 

This looks like a remarkable result. It is easy to understand why 

M_NI works so well for the configuration, VF_2. For this config- 

ration the separation distance between the two surfaces is large 

elative to the length of the receiver side. This means the varia- 

ion of F k , (15) is small. It approaches a constant function as the 

eparation distance increases. When ray tracing is a poor method, 

umerical integration has a rapid rate of convergence to the exact 

alue for the view factor. 

When the view factors for a radiating system are calculated 

nd a numerical sensitivity study is undertaken the surfaces are 

ften subdivided into many sub-surfaces. This enables a detailed 

ccurate calculation of the heat flux distribution. This situation is 

irrored in the configuration VF_2. Ray tracing methods used as 

art of a numerical sensitivity study are expected to require pro- 

ressively more rays and thereby more run-time to execute. This 

hould not be the case if numerical integration of (14) is used as 

lthough the number of sub-surfaces would increase the number 

f function evaluations per surface is expected to reduce as the 

ariation in the function being integrated would reduce. This is a 

ypothesis that needs to be tested. There will be an increase in 
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Fig. 8. Convergence to the view factor for configuration VF_3, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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he computational overhead but the number of function evalua- 

ions for the radiative system should not increase significantly. 

Given it is recognised that the configuration VF_2 is a diffi- 

ult view factor to calculate using MC_RT it seems unreasonable 

o make a direct comparison with MC_NI and QM_NI. If this view 

actor is of interest, then using the backward Monte-Carlo method, 

32] , with ray tracing, BMC_RT, is more appropriate to use as a ref-

rence method. In the BMC_RT rays are traced backwards from the 

eceiver and the equal exchange rule, (5) is applied to configura- 

ion VF_2. This should be more efficient as the area of the emitting 

urface, A E is two orders of magnitude more than the area of the 

eceiving surface, A R . The results of the BMC_RT method applied 

o configuration VF_2 are summarised in Table T2 . The number of 

ays to evaluate the view factor to a relative error of 5% and 1%

s 266 and 5580 rays, respectively. This gives speed-up parameter 

alues relative to MC_RT for an error of 5% and 1% of 129 and 263.

omparing these values with the equivalent speed-up parameters 

or MC_NI and QM_NI demonstrate that both methods are more ef- 

cient by a significant margin than BMC_RT for this configuration. 

f course, the BMC_RT method is only of benefit here because, the 

rea of the emitting surface is two orders of magnitude more than 

he receiver surface. If the two surface areas are of similar mag- 

itude and the distance between the surfaces relative to the side 

engths is large then the BMC_RT method has a similar issue to 

C_RT for configuration, VF_2, and the BMC_RT will do no better. 

This is an extremely promising result. The benefits of the quasi- 

onte-Carlo method are well known, but for view factor calcula- 

ion ray tracing is a ubiquitous method to the exclusion of numeri- 

al integration. In the next sub-section let us consider one last con- 

guration before advocating numerical integration of (1) ahead of 

ay tracing. 

.3. Two squares at right angles with a common edge 

The final view factor configuration, VF_3, is two-unit squares 

erpendicular to each other with a common edge, see Table T1 . 

he convergence histories for the four methods, MC_RT, QM_RT, 

C_NI and QM_NI are shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 a shows the conver-

ence histories for the ray tracing methods, MC_RT and QM_RT. 

n Fig. 8 a the quasi-Monte-Carlo method, QM_RT, needs approxi- 

ately 10,0 0 0 rays to converge to the exact value of the view fac-

or to the resolution of the figure. 

The convergence histories for the configuration VF_3 using nu- 

erical integration, MC_NI and QM_NI, are shown in Fig. 8 b, it 

s clear both numerical methods perform poorly. Very slow con- 
9 
ergence to the exact value for the view factor is exhibited. For 

0 0,0 0 0 function evaluations the relative error is approximately 

%, see Fig. 9 b. Another feature of the individual realisations of the 

onvergence history curves for MC_NI and QM_NI is the more er- 

atic behaviour exhibited as the number of function evaluations is 

ncreased compared to MC_RT and QM_RT. 

The relative error as a function of the number of rays traced/ 

unctions evaluated is shown in Fig. 9 . The relative error curves 

or MC_RT and QM_RT are comparable to the relative error curves 

or the ray tracing error curves for configuration, VF_1 in that the 

C_RT method has a convergence rate, n = −0.5 and QM_RT is 

etter than this, see Fig. 4 a. The convergence behaviour of the rel- 

tive error for the evaluation of (1) based on numerical integration, 

16) , is shown in Fig. 9 b. The results are consistent with Fig. 8 b in

hat the rate of convergence for MC_NI and QM_NI is poor. The 

uasi-Monte-Carlo method, QM_NI and the Monte-Carlo method, 

C_NI have a similar convergence rate. Fitting a power law to the 

elative error for MC_NI the index is n = −0.31. 

Considering the number of function evaluations to achieve a 

elative error of 5% and 1% the situation is disappointing for both 

ethods, MC_NI and QM_NI. For the method, MC_NI a 5% rela- 

ive error requires 20,0 0 0 function evaluations and for a 1% rela- 

ive error the number of function evaluations is estimated to be 

,0 0 0,0 0 0 function evaluations. The estimate is based on a power 

aw curve fit to the relative error curve. The equivalent data for 

C_RT is 1,860 rays for a 5% error and 30,100 rays to achieve a 1%

umerical error. 

Where did it all go wrong? The answer is the common edge 

etween the emitting surface and the receiver surface. In (1) the 

unctional form is such that when configurations have a common 

dge there is a singularity in the function at the edge, where for 

ertain conditions the integral kernel can tend to infinity. Ray trac- 

ng works for this configuration because it is the equivalent of 

valuating the integral, (13) where no singularity exists. 

The situation for a curved surface such as the inside of a cylin- 

rical shell where the view factor of the surface to itself is of in- 

erest this will also be an issue should numerical integration be 

sed to evaluate the view factor. If numerical integration is used 

o evaluate the view factor from and to a curved surface then one 

ay this could be solved is to evaluate the view factor for a closed 

ystem including this surface and then using view factor algebra, 

4) and (5) . 

In the next section a new improved Monte-Carlo method and 

uasi-Monte-Carlo method will be presented and evaluated that 
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Fig. 9. Relative error for configuration VF_3, (a) using ray tracing and (b) using numerical integration. 
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ses numerical integration and ray tracing and solves the common 

dge problem in the configuration VF_3. 

. A hybrid Monte-Carlo method 

So far, three configurations with four methods for evaluating 

iew factors have been considered, not including BMC_RT, two 

ased on ray tracing and two based on numerical integration. 

n addition, these techniques are combined with the Monte-Carlo 

ethod and the quasi-Monte-Carlo method. For two of the config- 

rations, VF_1 and VF_2 the quasi-Monte-Carlo method with nu- 

erical integration, QM_NI is the method of choice. The speed-up 

arameter for VF_1 and VF_2 using QM_NI is 195 and 130,0 0 0, re-

pectively to achieve a relative error of 1% for these two configu- 

ations. 

For configuration, VF_3 the best approach is a quasi-Monte- 

arlo method using ray tracing, QM_RT, with a speed-up of 16.3 

ompared to MC_RT, to achieve a relative error of 1% in the view 

actor. Moreover, it is possible to identify configurations where 

ach method, QM_RT and QM_NI will be optimal. If the integral 

1) has a singularity i.e., the two surfaces have a common edge or 

 configuration where the view factor is from one surface to itself 

hen QM_RT should be used, otherwise the method, QM_NI is the 

orrect choice. 

This is only a partial solution as it is possible to combine 

M_RT and QM_NI to calculate VF_3. Consider Fig. 10 , the emit- 

ing surface for VF_3 is separated into two surfaces, surface 1a and 

urface 1b. Note surface 1a has a common edge with surface 2. The 

ize of 1a and 1b is determined by the parameter, X hybrid . 

 ≤ X hybrid ≤ 1 (20) 

For, X hybrid = 0 the hybrid method simplifies to MC_NI or QM_NI. 

or X hybrid = 1 the method simplifies to MC_RT or QM_RT. In the 

ybrid quasi-Monte-Carlo method, QM_RT is applied to the view 

actor, F 1a , 2 , and QM_NI is used to evaluate the view factor, F 1b ,2 .

y construction there is no singularity in the evaluation of F 1b , 2 

nd the method QM_NI should do well. The number of rays / func- 

ion evaluations allocated to evaluate the view factor, F 1, 2 for con- 

guration VF_3, is defined to be N 1,total . The number of rays or 

unction evaluation for the view factor calculations, F 1a , 2 , and F 1b , 2 , 

s based on the areas, A 1a and A 1b , 

 ray, 1 a = 

A 1 a 

A 1 a + A 1 b 

N 1 , total (21) 

 f un, 1 b = 

A 1 b 

A 1 a + A 

N 1 , total (22) 

1 b 

10 
The view factor, F 1, 2 is evaluated using the equal exchange area 

ule, (5) and the addition property of view factors, [4] . 

 2 , 1 = F 2 , 1 a +1 b = 

A 1 a 

A 2 

F 1 a, 2 + 

A 1 b 

A 2 

F 1 b, 2 (23) 

 1 , 2 = 

A 2 

A 1 

F 2 , 1 (24) 

There are two families of hybrid methods labelled as 

C_H_X hybrid and QM_H_X hybrid , where a numerical value can re- 

lace X hybrid to indicate the extent of the view factor evaluated us- 

ng ray tracing vs. numerical integration. 

It is proposed that there is an optimum value for X hybrid such 

hat the influence of the singularity is no longer an issue, but the 

roportion of the calculation based on ray tracing is minimal. 

To identify the optimal value of X hybrid for configuration 

F_3, VF_3 is evaluated using MC_H_X hybrid and QM_NI_X hybrid for 

 hybrid = 0.1, �X hybrid = 0.1 up to X hybrid = 0.9. The average rel-

tive error using 10 0 samples and N ray + fun = 1,0 0 0 for the con-

guration, VF_3 using MC_H_X hybrid and QM_NI_X hybrid is shown in 

ig. 11 . From the figure, the relative error for MC_NI and QM_NI, 

 hybrid = 0, is approximately 11% for each method. For X hybrid = 1 

he relative error using MC_RT and QM_RT is 5% and 1.7%, re- 

pectively. The optimal value for X hybrid is 0.2 where the error for 
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Fig. 12. (a) Convergence to the view factor for configuration VF_3 using MC_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2 and (b) the relative error for configuration VF_3 using QM_RT, QM_NI, 

QM_H_0.2 and MC_H_0.2. 
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C_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2 is 3.2% and 1.1%, respectively. For other 

onfigurations where the two surfaces have a common edge fur- 

her investigation is required. 

Taking the analysis of the two methods, MC_H_0.2 and 

M_H_0.2 applied to the configuration VF_3 further, the conver- 

ence histories are shown in Fig. 12 . The convergence curves in 

ig. 12 a should be compared with Fig. 8 a and b. From the com-

arison of these figures, it can be concluded that the hybrid meth- 

ds, MC_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2 are a significant improvement over 

he methods based on numerical integration alone, MC_NI and 

M_NI. Comparing the convergence histories of the hybrid meth- 

ds with the ray tracing methods the rate of convergence for the 

wo Monte-Carlo methods, MC_RT and MC_H_0.2 is comparable. 

or the two quasi-Monte-Carlo methods, QM_RT and QM_H_0.2, 

he rate of convergence is also similar. It should be appreciated 

hat the convergence curves in Figs. 8 a and 12 a represent one real-

sation. In Fig. 12 b the relative error curves for configuration VF_3 
11 
ased on the average of 100 realisations using methods, QM_RT, 

M_NI, QM_H_0.2 and MC_H_0.2 are given. The most accurate 

ethod based on function evaluations / rays traced is the hybrid 

uasi-Monte-Carlo method, QM_H_0.2. The difference between the 

wo relative error curves, QM_RT and QM_H_0.2 in Fig. 12 b looks 

mall but this is a log-log graph. A better feel for how QM_H_0.2 

nd QM_RT compare is demonstrated in Table T2 . In Table T2 , 

he speed-up parameter values indicate the method QM_RT has 

 speed-up relative to MC_RT of 16.3, compared to a speed-up of 

7.8 for QM_H_0.2. 

For the two hybrid methods, of MC_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2, for 

F_3, in Table T2 , the number of rays / function evaluations to 

chieve a relative error of 5% is 575 and 140 rays / function evalu- 

tions, respectively. Taking the relative run-time of MC_H_0.2 and 

M_H_0.2 into account gives speed-up parameter values of 9.7 and 

1.4, respectively. To achieve a relative error of 1% using MC_H_0.2 

nd QM_H_0.2 requires 12,500 and 1330 rays, respectively. Taking 
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he relative run-time of the different methods into account gives 

peed-up values of 7.2 and 67.8, using MC_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2, 

ee Table T2 . 

. Conclusions 

For the two configurations, VF_1 and VF_2 the Monte-Carlo 

ethod with ray tracing, MC_RT, does not do well relative to 

he Monte-Carlo method and quasi-Monte-Carlo method combined 

ith numerical integration, MC_NI and QM_NI. For the configura- 

ion, VF_3, MC_RT does not do well compared to the hybrid meth- 

ds, MC_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2. This is in direct opposition to the 

biquitous use of MC_RT in the literature. This is a significant con- 

lusion given the widespread use of ray tracing in view factor eval- 

ation. 

This paper has constructed an argument that view factors in 3D 

pace for surface-to-surface radiation systems are more efficiently 

alculated using numerical integration combined with the Monte- 

arlo method and the quasi-Monte-Carlo method than the Monte- 

arlo method with ray tracing. The benefits of the quasi-Monte- 

arlo method are well known but of course it can be implemented 

ith either ray tracing or numerical integration. The advantages of 

sing numerical integration to date has not been explored in the 

iterature. This might be because of the issue with configurations 

ith a common edge where the hybrid method works well. The 

ybrid Monte-Carlo method is a new variant of the Monte-Carlo 

ethod that has all of the advantages of numerical integration and 

here necessary uses ray tracing. 

Looking to the future there are many issues to investigate. In 

eneral view factors are not calculated in isolation, they are usu- 

lly required for a radiating system where a matrix of view fac- 

ors is needed. This opens up questions relating to view factor 

moothing and use of view factor algebra to reduce the num- 

er of view factors calculated using a Monte-Carlo method. Us- 

ng numerical integration and the hybrid methods, it is also pos- 

ible to construct view factor matrices that satisfy the rules of 

iew factor algebra exactly. A further consideration that is wor- 

hy of investigation is for numerical integration unlike ray trac- 

ng both the emitting surface and receiving surface are known 

 priori. This information could be used to determine rules for 

eighting the number of function evaluations used to evaluate 

iew factors. View factors for surfaces at distance from one an- 

ther will require fewer function evaluations than surfaces close 

ogether. 

For configuration VF_3 the optimal hybrid methods are, 

C_H_0.2 and QM_H_0.2. Further work is required to develop a 

obust heuristic rule for other view factor configurations with a 

ommon edge or a common point to determine the optimal bal- 

nce between ray tracing and numerical integration. 
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